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ABSTRACT
A historical perspective on the application of molecular dynamics
(MD) to biological macromolecules is presented. Recent developments combining state-of-the-art force fields with continuum
solvation calculations have allowed us to reach the fourth era of
MD applications in which one can often derive both accurate
structure and accurate relative free energies from molecular dynamics trajectories. We illustrate such applications on nucleic acid
duplexes, RNA hairpins, protein folding trajectories, and proteinligand, protein-protein, and protein-nucleic acid interactions.

I. Introduction
Classical Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations have been very useful in the study of liquids,1
enabling a wide variety of properties to be calculated in
good agreement with experiment. Until recently, such
methods have been less useful in studies of complex
biological molecules, because they could not accurately
represent structures and free energies.
In fact, even though macromolecules have been studied
with classical molecular dynamics since 1976, one could
call the first era (1976-1985) the Dark Ages, because all
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one could do is to take a crystallographer’s structure of a
protein and ruin it, by moving it significantly away from
the correct structure. A major reason for the difficulties
was simply that the computational power was not adequate to include the environment around the macromolecule in any but the most primitive fashion. This is
not to denigrate the efforts of those who did MD in this
era, since their brave efforts2,3 laid the groundwork for later
eras. The work in this era also showed that proteins had
both solid- and liquid-like properties, in contrast to the
prevailing wisdom from X-ray structures of that era, that
proteins were static structures.
The second era, the era of free energy calculations
(1985-1994), was stimulated by papers by Berendsen,4
McCammon,5 and Jorgensen.6 In the application of free
energy perturbation approaches to biological molecules,
one would typically solvate a 10-15-Å sphere around the
active site with water molecules and “mutate” one ligand
into another both when free and when bound to a protein.
Calculating relative free energies of binding enabled
contact with experiment in a useful and meaningful way.7
These simulations typically kept the protein residues
outside the active sphere fixed, to remain near the correct
structure, and were limited in the size of the mutation
whose free energy difference could be accurately calculated.
The third era, the era of structure calculations, was
catalyzed by the computationally efficient particle mesh
Ewald (PME) algorithm of Darden et al.8 and the increased
computational power available on parallel computers.
This era was exemplified by the calculations of Cheatham,
who showed that in a molecular dynamics simulation of
a DNA double helix d(CCAACGTTGG)2,9 with full inclusion
of water and counterions, the final structure after ∼500
ps was independent of whether the structure was begun
in an A or B structure, even though these structures are
∼6 Å RMSD apart. The common average MD structure
was in the B family, in agreement with experiment. The
goal of such studies, simply stated, is to stay at the
“correct” structure if started there and to get there from
anywhere else. However, what if the barrier between the
starting structure and the experimental structure is too
large to surmount in about nanoseconds of simulation
time? Can one see which structure is lower in free energy,
and will the correct native structure be calculated as the
lowest in free energy? This would be an excellent test of
molecular mechanical and solvation models.
The ability to calculate structure and free energy,
initiated by the papers by Srinivasan et al.,10 Hermans et
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al.,11 and Jayaram et al.12 in 1998, heralds the beginning
of a fourth era of macromolecular MD. This era combines
the advances of the second and third eras, in that we can
now calculate structure and free energy. In this Account
we describe the new methodology, which we call MMPBSA (molecular mechanics Poisson-Bolzmann surface
area), and how it and variants have been applied to a wide
variety of macromolecules and complexes of macromolecules with ligands or each other.

II. The MM-PBSA Approach
In this method to estimate the free energy of a complex
system, one carries out a molecular dynamics simulation,
typically in a periodic box with water and counterions,
and correct representation of long-range electrostatic
effects such as PME, saving a set of representative
structures. Then one postprocesses these structures,
removing any solvent and counterion molecules, and
calculates the free energy, G
h , according to the following
equation:

G
h )E
h MM + G
h PBSA - TSMM

(1)

where G
h is the calculated average free energy, and E
h MM is
the average molecular mechanical energy,

h bond + E
h angle + E
h tors + E
h vdw + E
h elec
E
h MM ) E

(2)

where these correspond to the bond, angle, torsion, van
der Waals, and electrostatic terms in the molecular
mechanical force field,10 evaluated with no nonbonded
cutoff. GPBSA is the solvation free energy calculated with a
numerical solution of the Poisson-Bolzmann equation
and an estimate of the nonpolar free energy with a simple
surface area term,13 and -TSMM is the solute entropy,
which can be estimated by quasi harmonic analysis10 of
the trajectory or, in selected cases, by using normal-mode
analysis.10 This final term is likely to be much smaller than
the other two in many applications of estimating relative
free energies. The free energy due to ionic strength effects
can be added with a continuum approach, as described
below for nucleic acids.10
The ability to accurately calculate G
h , the average free
energy for a given macromolecular system in various
different conformations or structures, adds a very important methodology to our computational arsenal. This has
been possible before with free energy perturbation, but
only for small systems and very limited conformational
or topological changes. By using a continuum model, we
are implicitly integrating out all the solvent coordinates
and simplifying the problem. Also, by calculating the
absolute free energy directly with eq 1 between the two
“end points” instead of calculating the relative free energy
along a mapping coordinate, we are avoiding computations on less interesting intermediate states. Nonetheless,
it is clear that applications of eq 1 will have intrinsically
much larger errors than free energy perturbation/thermodynamic integration calculations. What is surprising
is that, despite these larger uncertainties, we can often
calculate ∆G in respectable agreement with experiment.
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III. Applications of MM-PBSA
A. Relative Free Energies of Macromolecules. 1. Duplex
DNA and RNA. As noted, molecular dynamics simulations
of d(CCAACGTTGG)2 transition to B-DNA if started in the
A form within ∼500 ps and stay in the B form if started
there. On the other hand, the structure remains A if
simulated in 85% ethanol,14 so one has a stable A-DNA
trajectory under such conditions. One can then calculate
G
h (B-DNA) and G
h (A-DNA) in continuum water using eq 1
using “snapshots” from the trajectories in water and in
h (B-DNA)
85% ethanol. As shown by Srinivasan et al.,10 G
-G
h (A-DNA) ≈ -20 kcal/mol. Thus, the B form is more
stable by a qualitatively reasonable ∼2 kcal/mol per base
pair. This is particularly encouraging given that E
h MM(BDNA) - E
h MM(A-DNA) is ∼ -300 kcal/mol, which is dominated by the electrostatic energies because the 18 negatively charged phosphate groups are farther apart in
h PBSAB-DNA than in A-DNA. However, G
h PBSA(B-DNA) - G
(A-DNA) ≈ +280 kcal/mol, since the phosphate groups
of higher charge density in A-DNA are also more effectively solvated.
When one considers sequences that are more “Aphilic”, such as d(ACCCGCGGGT)210 and d(C10)‚d(G10),15
the calculated ∆G (B-DNA vs A-DNA) becomes less
negative, and if one considers the “A-phobic” sequence
dA10‚dT10, the calculated ∆G(B-DNA vs A-DNA) becomes
more negative, consistent with experimental tendencies.
The dominant reason for these tendencies appears to
h tors components.
come from the ∆E
h vdw and ∆E
Molecular dynamics trajectories of phosphoramidate
helices10 (3′NH instead of the 3′O of normal phosphodiesters) go to the A-DNA form, independent of starting
geometry. G
h (B-DNA) - G
h (A-DNA) is 12 kcal/mol, consistent with the A preference of such helices.16 Interestingly,
but not surprisingly, the calculations find this reversal of
relative stabilities dominated by the torsional energies,
since the NCCO anomeric effect is considerably smaller
than that in OCCO.
When one carries out simulations on r(CCAACGTTGG)2, both A and B trajectories are locally stable,17 even
though there is no evidence for the existence of B-RNA
for any sequence. Consistent with experiment, ∆G
h (B-RNA)
-G
h (A-RNA) ) +10 kcal/mol, and ionic strength effects
increase this number.10 Unfavorable van der Waals interactions of the 2′OH play a key role in destabilizing
B-RNA, as suggested by simple model-building long
ago.18
2. Hairpin RNA. Both an incorrect and a correct
structure of a hairpin loop RNA, with a 4-base-pair stem
and a UUCG loop, are locally stable for 5.5 ns. The
incorrect form does convert to the correct form upon
locally enhanced sampling in 250 ps19 or if the ribosugars
in the loop are converted to deoxyribosugars.20 These
structures differ mainly in the hydrogen bonding of the
closing GU base pair in the loop. Encouragingly, the free
energy of the correct form is calculated to be more stable
than that of the incorrect form by a reasonable magnitude
of 4 kcal/mol.21
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FIGURE 1. Schematic representation of monomer/dimer equilibrium
in RNA hairpin loop, where M is observed in solution and D in crystal.
In the crystal, this hairpin loop dimerizes, with the
complementary stems base-paired (Figure 1). This suggests that the free energies of two monomer (M) hairpin
loops should be comparable to that of a dimer (D). The
∆E
h elec favors the monomers by ∼ -1850 kcal/mol, but
∆G
h PBSA favors the dimer by a comparable amount.
∆G
h (2M-D) ) -18 kcal/mol without considering salt. The
ionic strength free energy at 0.1-1M salt favors D by ∼1925 kcal/mol. Thus, MM-PBSA successfully supports the
comparable free energy of 2M and D and, as is consistent
with experiment, higher salt concentration and higher
concentration of nucleic acid favor the form that is
observed in the crystal, and lower salt and nucleic acid
concentration favor the solution form.21
3. Proteins. Recently, Duan carried out a 1-µs folding
trajectory on the small protein villin, starting with an
unfolded form of the protein.22 Although the protein did
not reach the native structure (nor should it, since its
estimated folding time is ∼10-100 µs), it came closest (∼4
Å CR RMSD for the core residues, 9-32) to the native
structure at 240-400 ns before leaving this structure and
continuing significant fluctuations and changes in radius
of gyration and RMSD from the native structure. A 100ns “control” simulation starting from the NMR structure,
and whose core remained within 1.5 Å of the experimental
structure, was also carried out. The free energies of the
structures along both the folding trajectory and the native
trajectory were calculated.23 The metastable folding intermediate found in the period 240-400 ns was the most
stable structure during the folding trajectory, on average
∼10 kcal/mol more stable than structures during any other
period of that trajectory. The free energies during the
native structure were ∼30 kcal/mol more stable than
structures sampled during the folding trajectory (i.e., 20
kcal/mol more stable than the metastable intermediate).
Experimentally, the free energy of unfolding of villin at
298 K is ∼5 kcal/mol. How can one reconcile the apparent
discrepancy between the experimental ∆G of 5 kcal/mol
and the calculated ∆G between native structure and
folding trajectory of 30 kcal/mol? If one considers the
unfolded structure as an ensemble of many more different
conformations than found in the native conformation, one

can estimate this ∆G due to conformational entropy as
-RT ln x36, where x is the ratio of the number of
conformations/residue for the denatured state compared
to the native state. (There are 36 residues in villin.) To
reproduce the ∆G “discrepancy” of 25 kcal/mol, x should
be near 3, a sensible relative conformational degeneracy
ratio between denatured and native states.
The qualitatively reasonable relative G
h for the villin
folding and native states23 has encouraged us to assess
the usefulness of calculated G
h for various decoy structures
of villin, to compare with native.24 We found that the four
models suggested by Baker’s Rosetta,25 among the most
successful approaches in CASP3, were all ∼30 kcal/mol
less stable than native. However, after 300 ps, one of these
structures (number 18) transitions to a structure that is
not only significantly closer to native (∼2.3 Å RMSD for
CR backbone vs 4 Å for the beginning structure of number
18), but whose G
h is also comparable to that of native. This
further supports the usefulness of calculating G
h in evaluating the likelihood of existence of any “predicted” protein
structure. Of course, if one does not know the native
structure, all one can do is rank the predicted structures,
but this application of G
h could be a powerful contributor
in assessing predicted protein structures and should be
an essential element used by both predictors and assessors
in CASP4.
Sauer and co-workers26 have studied a mutant of the
arc repressor, in which two wild-type residues N12L13 are
switched to the mutant L12N13. This switch causes a substantial conformational change, in which R helices turn
into a β sheet. We have analyzed the MM-PBSA free energies of the two sequences in both structures.27 In contrast
to the above examples involving villin,23,24 where the free
energies are very similar for parm9428 and parm9629 force
fields, parm96 successfully predicts that the native sequence is more stable in the native structure and the mutant sequence in the mutant structure, whereas parm94
makes the R helical structure more stable for both sequences. The two force fields differ only in their ψ,φ torsional potential, and parm96 was developed because it
was clear that parm94 overstabilized R helices relative to
β sheets. Thus, parm94 seems adequate for comparing
structures with similar secondary structures, but parm96
seems to more accurately represent the relative stability
of R and β secondary structures. It should be emphasized
that one can run representative trajectories with one force
field and then postprocess them with any number of
others.
B. Binding Free Energies. 1. Protein-Ligand Interactions. One can estimate the ∆G for ligand association to
proteins using eq 3:

∆G ) G
h complex - G
h protein - G
h ligand

(3)

One can evaluate eq 3 by two methods: (a) run separate
trajectories of complex, protein, and ligand or (b) evaluate
all three terms in eq 3 using just the snapshots from a
trajectory on the complex. Option (b) is 2-3 times more
efficient but assumes that the snapshots of the protein
and ligand taken from the complex trajectory are of
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FIGURE 3. Dianionic hapten of 48G7.

FIGURE 2. Correlation between calculated and experimental
protein-ligand binding free energies for avidin and several biotin
analogues. Black squares denote MM-PBSA calculated free
energies,30 and white squares refer to LIA calculations.31 The solid
line indicates perfect correlation (r2 ) 1).
comparable free energy to those that would emerge from
separate trajectories of protein and ligand. Approach (b)
seems a good approximation in some applications presented below.
We have applied eq 3 with approach (b) to the binding of biotin and analogues to avidin.30 This system had
been studied earlier with the linear interaction analysis
(LIA) approach of Aqvist (eq 4).31

∆G ) R〈∆Eelec〉 + β〈∆Evdw〉

(4)

In this approach, one carries out two molecular dynamics
trajectories: one with the ligand free in solution and the
other with the ligand bound to the binding site of the
macromolecule. In each trajectory, one calculates the
average electrostatic and van der Waals interaction energies of the ligand with other molecules. 〈∆Eelec〉 and 〈∆Evdw〉
are the average differences between electrostatic interactions and van der Waals interactions in ligand bound and
free trajectories, respectively. R and β are semiempirical
parameters: R ) 0.5 from linear response theory, adjusted
for the presence of OH groups, and β varies from 0.15 to
1.0, depending on the hydrophobicity of the ligand
binding site.32
As noted, the LIA approach31 and MM-PBSA30 were
applied to seven biotin analogues whose free energies for
binding to avidin ranged from -4.5 to -20.8 kcal/mol.30
If one does a regression analysis with the experimental
and theoretical free energies, LIA fits experiment with an
r2 ) 0.55 and an average absolute error (∆∆G) to the fitted
line of 2.3 kcal/mol; MM-PBSA has an r2 ) 0.92 and an
∆∆G ) 1.7 kcal/mol (Figure 2). We also extended the
MM-PBSA calculation to two other structurally unrelated
molecules known to bind to avidin, for which there was a
crystal structure, 2-(4′-hydroxyazobenzene)benzoic acid
(HABA), and a cyclic peptide, cyclo-Ac-[CHPQFC]-NH2, as
well as the binding of the peptide to streptavidin. The
addition of these molecules did not cause deterioration
of the correlation.
892 ACCOUNTS OF CHEMICAL RESEARCH / VOL. 33, NO. 12, 2000

Comparing MM-PBSA and LIA, the former (with
approach (b)) requires only one simulation/ligand and the
latter requires two, and the former has no empirical
parameters while the latter has one or two (depending
on how R is used). The major difficulty with MM-PBSA
lies in the need to carry out a classical statistical normal
mode calculation of protein, ligand, and complex to
determine the translational, rotational, and vibrational free
energy change upon binding of the ligand. In the case of
biotin-avidin above, the calculated T∆S values were
determined as the average over six snapshots. We expect
that if the goal is merely to calculate the relative binding
free energies of a series of similarly sized molecules
binding to a common protein through eqs 1 and 3, this
last term (TSMM) might be neglected.
We have also33 applied “computational fluorine scanning” to see if any of the CH2 groups in the valeryl side
chain of biotin could be replaced with fluorine and thus
improve the binding free energy to avidin relative to that
to biotin. We have identified one position that MM-PBSA
and free energy calculations suggest would bind more
tightly to avidin than does biotin.
Another application of eqs 1 and 3 with approach (b)
is the study of a dianionic hapten (Figure 3) binding to a
germline and affinity-matured antibody.34 Experimentally,
the absolute free energies of binding are -10.9 and -5.3
kcal/mol,35 and the calculated values are -15.7 and -9.1
kcal/mol.
How does the affinity-matured antibody, which differs
in nine amino acids from the germline one, achieve this
improvement in binding? Interestingly, the average van
der Waals interaction energies ∆E
h vdw (eqs 2 and 3) are
almost identical for each one (∼35 kcal/mol). The change
in free energy due to solute entropy, T∆SMM, is 18-19 kcal/
mol for both antibodies. The net electrostatic energy ∆E
h elec
+ ∆G
h PB is ∼ +13 kcal/mol for germline and ∼ +5 kcal/
mol for the mature antibody. Thus, affinity maturation
occurs by making the electrostatic free energy less unfavorable in ligand binding.
We have gone further with this analysis by mutating
the charges of Tyr 33H to zero in the topology files,
h PB using eqs 1 and 3, and
reanalyzing the ∆E
h elec and ∆G
calculating the (free) energy differences between normal
and “mutated” Tyr 33H. This gives us the contribution of
the partial charges of this residue to ∆∆G
h , ∆∆E
h elec, and
∆∆G
h PB of binding. Orientations of Tyr 33H and the hapten
differ in the germline and mature complexes: the O-H
of Tyr 33H forms a hydrogen bond with the terminal CO2of the hapten in the germline complex and with the PO2of the hapten in the mature complex. Interestingly, the
net sum of electrostatic interactions formed by the Tyr
33H with the hapten appears stronger by ∼1 kcal/mol
(∆∆E
h elec is 1 kcal/mol larger) in the germline complex, but
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the desolvation penalty (∆∆G
h PB) is ∼3.5 kcal/mol lower
in the mature antibody, leading to the net result that Tyr
33H contributes ∼2.5 kcal/mol to affinity maturation
because it is more effectively buried in the mature
complex and has to pay less of a desolvation price upon
hapten binding. As argued more fully elsewhere,34 minimizing the desolvation penalty that must be paid upon
hapten binding is a less geometrically demanding strategy
than optimizing specific van der Waals or hydrogenbonded interactions upon residue mutation, and that is
the apparent strategy of affinity maturation in this esterase
antibody.
Computational alanine scanning (see below) can also
be applied to the nine residues that differ in germline and
mature antibodies, to make their sequences equivalent.
When this is done, the ∆Gbind values of both antibodies
are essentially unchanged, further supporting that affinity
maturation in this case occurs not by improved direct
interactions of mutated residues with the antibody, but
by an indirect mechanism whereby the mutations change
the geometry of hapten binding. This change is clear from
the two crystal structures, and, as illustrated above with
Tyr 33H, this can lead to improved binding by changing
the electrostatic desolvation penalty.
Donini36 has used a single trajectory of a ligand binding
to a matrix metalloprotease to calculate the free energy
of binding of five other analogue inhibitors. The relative
binding free energies of the neutral (zwitterionic) inhibitors and charged inhibitors were correctly ranked within
their series, but the neutral inhibitors were calculated to
bind more strongly than the charged inhibitors, relative
to experiment.
2. Nucleic Acid-Ligand Interactions. We37 have applied MM-PBSA to study the interaction of actinomycin
with d(GAAGCTTC)2, and netropsin with d(CGCGAATTCGCG)2, as well as acridine and the actinomycin chromophore with the former sequence. Qualitatively, the
results are reasonable, with both actinomycin and netropsin leading to significantly more favorable association
than the actinomycin chromophore. However, the absolute free energies of association appear to be significantly
less favorable than those for the protein-ligand complexes, which may be due to (thus far) not considering
ionic strength effects on association, or, in the case of
actinomycin and its chromophore, an overestimate of the
free energy for forming an intercalation site for binding.
3. Protein-Protein Interactions. The oncoprotein
MDM2 and tumor suppressor p53 play important roles
in regulation of the cell cycle. Extensive studies have been
done on the interactions of truncated p53 and MDM2,
where the N-terminal R helical portion of p53 that binds
to MDM2 has been utilized.38 This 12-residue sequence
of p53 binds with micromolar affinity to MDM2. We have
studied this truncated p53-MDM2 interaction using
MM-PBSA39 and eqs 1 and 3, with approaches (a) and
(b).35,38 The calculated absolute binding free energy was
comparable to that found experimentally, but the most
interesting use of MM-PBSA in this study was the
implementation of computational alanine scanning, ap-

proach (b),38 in which one mutates the complex trajectory
by truncating the side chains of the peptide one at a time
and recalculates ∆∆Gbind due to each alanine mutation.
Since all 20 amino acids have been substituted at all
12 residue positions in truncated p53, one can compare
the experimental data at each position with the calculated
∆∆Gbind for alanine mutation, which is the difference
between ∆Gbind for wild-type and alanine-mutated p53 at
a given position. The four residues which have the largest
∆∆Gbind are the same as the four residues which are most
sensitive to being substituted. Equally encouraging is the
fact that the three fully charged residues, D, E, and K,
which can be mutated to alanine without significant loss
of binding, are calculated to have small ∆∆Gbind, which
requires an effective cancellation of ∆∆E
h elec and ∆∆GPB,
each of which is ∼50 kcal/mol in magnitude.
A separate trajectory was run on W23A, which was one
of the critical residues that could not be substituted
without substantial loss of binding. The ∆∆Gbind calculated
by using only the native trajectory and mutating the
topology to alanine in the trajectory snapshots was
compared to the same quantity obtained when one
calculated ∆Gbind using eqs 1 and 3 from each trajectory
and then took the difference of the ∆Gbind of the trajectories (approach (a)). Both approaches led to a ∆∆Gbind
of ∼6 kcal/mol.
We further explored mutations of W23 that might
improve binding by using PROFEC40 to suggest where
there was room to put additional methyl groups on the
aromatic rings of W23. Both PROFEC and MM-PBSA
simulations suggested that one might realize substantially
improved binding if a methyl group were put at the ζ2 or
η2 positions of W23, but not at the 3 position.
A second application of computational alanine scanning was to the “classic” case of human growth hormonehuman growth hormone receptor (HGH-HGHr) complex.41 Twelve residues were mutated, and in all cases but
two (R43A and R217A), the calculated ∆∆Gbind values were
in very good agreement with the experimental ∆∆Gbind
(average absolute error of ∼1 kcal/mol). For R43A and
R217A, the ∆∆Gbind upon alanine mutation was substantially overestimated, with the calculated value 10-15 kcal/
mol and the experimental value 1 kcal/mol.
This system is very large (involving ∼70 000 atoms
including water and counterions), so the simulation of
even 400 ps takes considerable computer time. Thus, we
carried out only 200 ps of simulation on the R43A system,
since the R43A alanine scanning mutation had its ∆∆Gbind
overestimated by a larger amount than the alanine scanning mutation R217A. During the R43A simulation, there
was considerable conformational change around the
region of mutation, since R43 was involved in a number
of hydrogen bonds. When we recalculated the ∆∆Gbind for
R43A based on using the ∆G (eq 3) separately calculated
from the two trajectories, we found a value of ∼1 kcal/
mol, in excellent agreement with experiment, and in
contrast to the much larger ∆∆G calculated with alanine
scanning (Table 1). We expect this to be a general
phenomenonsif the residue to be mutated is an ionic one
VOL. 33, NO. 12, 2000 / ACCOUNTS OF CHEMICAL RESEARCH 893
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Table 1. Free Energy Components in the HGH-HGHr
Complexa
mutation

∆∆G
h vdw

W76A
W80A
W104A
W169A
R43A
R43A (separate)

6.1
0.4
12.7
11.5
1.3
21.2

∆∆G
h PB +
∆E
h elec
∆∆G
h SA ∆∆G
h TOT ∆∆G
h exp
-5.5
-1.0
-7.0
-7.9
13.0
-21.6

0.1
0.1
0.0
-0.1
-0.3
1.8

0.7
-0.5
5.7
3.5
14.0
1.4

0.5
-0.02
>4.5
>4.5
2.12
2.12

a The free energies are in kilocalories per mole and correspond
to the ∆∆G
h (binding) for the mutant Ala vs native proteins. See
eqs 1 and 2 for the meaning of the various comoponents. We have
separated the Poisson Bolzmann (GPB) from the surface area (GSA)
contributions in this table, whereas they are combined in eq 1.

involved in a complex network of hydrogen bonds, the
structural rearrangement of the environment upon mutation to a nonionic residue is likely to be substantial, and
computational alanine scanning using only the native
trajectory will then overestimate the ∆∆G upon mutation.
Wang42 has recently studied HIV protease dimerization
using MM-PBSA. He first was able to show that heterodimers of HIV protease had a stronger association than
the native homodimer and the rank order of the different
dimers agreed with experiment. He also developed a
qualitative geometrical criterion to seek other mutations
that could affect dimerization free energy and then used
a rapid, minimization-based method to evaluate their
MM-PBSA dimerization free energy. Several new mutants
that might further stabilize heterodimer stability were
identified.
4. Protein-RNA Interactions. Molecular dynamics
simulations have been carried out on the spliceosomal
protein U1A,43 which binds to both an internal loop (IL)
and a hairpin loop (HL) of comparable sequence. Crystal-

lographic and NMR data for both complexes and the free
protein and internal loop are available.44-47 It is clear that,
in contrast to the p53-MDM2 and HGH-HGHr complexes
discussed above, both the protein and RNA undergo
substantial conformational changes upon binding. Thus,
one must consider such factors in calculating the free
energy of RNA-protein association.48 If there is a substantial conformational change, one should apply eq 3
using separate trajectories for the two monomers as well
as the complex. Carrying out additional simulations on
the separate monomers gives one additional information
on the free energy of conformational change (∆Gconf) that
accompanies complex formation (eq 4):

∆Gconf ) G
h (A)(complex trajectory) G
h (A)(monomer trajectory) (5)
where G
h (A)(complex trajectory) is the average MM-PBSA
free energy of molecule A taken from the trajectory of its
complex with another molecule and G
h (A)(monomer trajectory) is the average MM-PBSA free energy of molecule
A taken from a trajectory of A alone.
The main difficulty in applying the above approach for
macromolecule-macromolecule complexes is that experimental structure may not be available for the separate
components (e.g., free A) and a simulation of about
nanoseconds length may not lead to an accurate structure
of the separate monomers. However, in the case of U1A
complexes with both IL and HL, the following picture
emerges (Figure 4): the ∆Gconf values for the U1A and HL
or IL components are ∼10 kcal/mol, whereas the ∆Gbind
obtained using monomers from the complex trajectory is
∼ -30 kcal/mol, leading to a net ∆Gbind of ∼ -10 kcal/
mol, in the correct range as compared to experiment,

FIGURE 4. Conformational change upon binding of U1A protein and internal loop (IL) RNA. ∆G1 and ∆G2 are the MM-PBSA free energy
differences between free and bound protein and RNA, respectively. ∆G3 is the free energy of association of protein and RNA in their bound
structures.
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which gave -11 and -13 kcal/mol for the U1A-HL and
U1A-IL complexes, respectively. Encouragingly, the absolute free energies of binding come out qualitatively
correctly using, as in the examples above, normal-mode
analyses to estimate T∆S. We also estimated the free
energy cost of conformational change, ∆Gconf, for U1ARNA binding to be ∼20 kcal/mol.
In the study of the U1A-HL and U1A-IL complexes,
Reyes49 set up a hierarchy of methods to estimate the
∆∆Gbind due to mutations in either the protein or the RNA.
The first procedure is to start with the experimental
structure and simply minimize the residue and its mutated
form for a common number of steps and then use eq 3
on the single final structures to calculate ∆G for native
and mutant structures, with the ∆∆G of mutation being
the difference between these.
The second procedure is to run a molecular dynamics
simulation on the native complex and postprocess the
trajectory with both native and mutated topologies. This
is simply a generalization of alanine scanning but can
work, in principle, at least as long as the mutant topology
involves not making the residue larger, such as Y f F, I
f V, guanine f adenine, or thymine f cytosine.
The third procedure is to run separate trajectories on
native and mutant structures, as we described for the R43A
mutant of the HGHr-HGH complex. Nine mutations were
carried out with the first procedure, with a calculated ∆∆G
in reasonable agreement with experiment for most, with
the clearest exception R52K, whose ∆∆G was calculated
to be 9 kcal/mol, but the experimental ∆∆G was 0.5 kcal/
mol. Two of the cases were repeated with the second
procedure, V45A and Y13F, giving improved quantitative
agreement with experiment. Finally, ∆∆Gbind for R52K was
determined using separate trajectories. Although the error
bar of such calculations is large, the calculated ∆∆G is
now within ∼1 kcal/mol of experiment.

IV. Perspective and Conclusion
We have described variants of an approach, MM-PBSA,
which we feel shows considerable promise in calculating
a wide variety of free energies for complex molecular
systems. The methods are much more efficient than
traditional free energy methods but less accurate; they are,
however, much more broadly applicable to systems which
differ substantially in structure. Limited space precludes
us from discussing in detail related applications using
similar methods described in refs 11 and 12.50-52 We also
see this MM-PBSA methodology as nicely complementary
to traditional free energy calculations.53 In cases where
both can be applied,33 a consistent answer gives more
confidence in a prediction.
MM-PBSA combines an explicit molecular mechanical
model for the solute with a continuum method for the
solvation free energy. This distinguishes it from methods
which have had successes using just continuum models
to calculate ∆Gbind.54 The advantage of including molecular
mechanical energies is substantial, allowing van der Waals
effects and torsional energies to be explicitly included, and

as shown for biotin-avidin, the van der Waals contribution to protein-ligand complexes is considerable.55 As
illustrated most clearly by the W104A and W16941 mutations in HGH-HGHr (Table 1), only by including all three
h elec, and ∆GPB can an accurate quantitative
of E
h vdw, E
reproduction of ∆∆G due to mutation be calculated.
Of course, when one averages over many large numbers
and a molecular dynamics trajectory, the calculated G
h
range is often large. By averaging over “batch means”, the
standard deviation is considerably smaller than the range,
but it is still considerably larger than “chemical” accuracy.
Of course, in some mentioned applications above (e.g.,
B- vs A-DNA and RNA and villin native vs folding), such
accuracy is not necessary to answer the question.
Besides the large statistical error and any inherent
sampling and force field errors, the use of a continuum
model to describe the solvation free energy might be
expected to have limitations in situations where explicit
water molecules form critical hydrogen-bonded interactions. We have found that, in contrast to the biotin-avidin
interaction, where the absolute free energy is calculated
in quite good agreement with experiment, in biotinstreptavidin the absolute ∆Gbind is calculated to be significantly too positive,33 presumably because the -CO2of biotin remains partially solvated when bound to
streptavidin. Considering explicit water molecules in the
MM-PBSA analysis with free and bound ligand improves
the agreement in absolute binding free energy.
Also, when binding involves divalent ions such as
Mg+2 56 and Zn+2,36 use of the van der Waals radii from
molecular mechanics can lead to a significantly too
positive calculated ∆Gbind, presumably because continuum
models overestimate the desolvation penalty of moving a
divalent ion from a high to a low dielectric medium.
Including some explicit waters as part of the environment
of ions with absolute charge >1 may alleviate some of
these problems.
Given that the rate-limiting step in MM-PBSA is
carrying out the aqueous MD simulation, and waters are
not even used in the free energy calculation, could one
dispense with the waters in the simulation? There are
encouraging aspects of using generalized Born (GB)
methods to describe continuum solvation in MD of
nucleic acids,57,58 but it is not clear that simple surface
area terms can describe hydrophobic effects adequately
for protein simulations. The main necessity for MM-PBSA
is to generate representative configurations of the system.
This might be accomplished with an efficient simulation
in which only the “relevant” residues experience dynamics
or, if appropriate, full periodic boundary condition simulations with PME. This choice can depend on the question
being addressed.
As presented above, we have shown how MM-PBSA
can be used in site-specific mutagenesis, alanine scanning,
and protein and ligand design. Much of the technology
for carrying out these calculations is contained in AMBER6.59 One can use a hierarchy of techniques49srapid
minimization to screen many possibilities, followed by
longer simulations on the systems of particular interest.
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In ligand design, it makes sense to first employ rapid but
less accurate methods such as DOCK60 to filter 105-106
or even more possibilities and then molecular dynamics
techniques to perform more accurate calculations on the
most interesting ligands. Thus, we feel that MM-PBSA
should help to make molecular mechanics approaches
(minimization and dynamics) more useful in the “end
games” of protein folding, protein structure prediction,
and ligand design.
P.A.K. would like to acknowledge research support from the NIH
(GM-29072 and CA-25644).
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